Self-Assembled Tetrahedral Hosts as Supramolecular Catalysts.
The field of supramolecular chemistry has its foundation in molecular recognition and selective binding of guest molecules, often with remarkably strong binding affinities. The field evolved to leverage these favorable interactions between the host and its guest to catalyze simple, often biomimetic transformations. Drawing inspiration from these early studies, self-assembled supramolecular hosts continue to capture a significant amount of interest toward their development as catalysts for increasingly complex transformations. Nature often relies on microenvironments, derived from complex tertiary structures and a well-defined active site, to promote reactions with remarkable rate acceleration, substrate specificity, and product selectivity. Similarly, supramolecular chemists have become increasingly intrigued by the prospect that self-assembly of molecular components might generate defined and spatially segregated microenvironments that can catalyze complex transformations. Among the growing palette of supramolecular catalysts, an anionic, water-soluble, tetrahedral metal-ligand coordination host has found a range of applications in catalysis and beyond. Early work focused on characterizing and understanding this host and its various host-guest phenomena, which paved the path for exploiting these features to selectively promote desirable chemistries, including cyclizations, rearrangements, and bimolecular reactions. Although this early work matured into achievements of catalysis with dramatic rate accelerations as well as enantioenrichment, the afforded products were typically identical to those produced by background reactions that occurred outside of the host microenvironment. This Account describes our recent developments in the application of these anionic tetrahedral hosts as catalysts for organic and organometallic transformation. Inspiration from natural systems and unmet synthetic challenges led to supramolecular catalysis displaying unique divergences in reactivity to give products that are inaccessible from bulk solution. Additionally, these tetrahedral assemblies have been shown to catalyze a diverse range of transformations with notable rate acceleration over the uncatalyzed background reaction. The pursuit of complexity beyond supramolecular catalysis has since led to the integration of these tetrahedral catalysts in tandem with natural enzymes, as well as their application to dual catalysis to realize challenging synthetic reactions. Variation in the structure, including size and charge, of these tetrahedral catalysts has enabled recent studies that provide insights into connections between specific structural features of these hosts and their reactivities. These mechanistic studies reveal that the solvent exclusion properties, hydrophobic effects, confinement effects and electrostatic effects play important roles in the observed catalysis. Moreover, these features may be leveraged for the design of supramolecular catalysis beyond those described in this Account. Finally, the supramolecular chemistry detailed in this Account has presented the opportunity to emulate some of the mechanisms nature engages to achieve catalysis; however, this relationship need not be entirely unidirectional, as the examples describe herein can stand as simplified model systems for unravelling more complex biological processes.